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Products used 

Joanna Sheen - Nostalgia Collection Double Cd Rom 

 A4 Green Card Stock, Tape Pen or Strong Double Sided Tape, 

Hougie Score Board, Scoring Tool & Hitch Fastener 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1 Print off 4 different sporting topper sheets from the nostalgia cd. 

2 Cut the large image making sure all the toppers are of similar sizes as the toppers 

may vary in size.  

3 Score 2 pieces of A4 card at 14cms and then 16cms to create the side tabs, measure 

and trim the length to 17.5cms. Now take another  sheet of A4 and working in a 

landscape position score at 14cms & 28cms trim of side excess , turn the card and 

score at 17.5cms and then at 19.5cms to create the bottom tab & trim at the 19.5cms 

point. 

4 You will now have 2 pieces of card with 2cm tabs at the top & 2 pieces of card with 

tabs at the side. 

5 Cut another piece of card to 14cms x 17.5cms and trim away 2mm from the top and 

side edge. Place one of the pieces of card with the top tab underneath this card 

central card panel. 

6  Secure the tab down with tape so the tab in on the back of the card panel. 

7 Repeat this process and stick the card with the side tab down. 

8 Continue to work around the card until all 4 pieces of card are in place. 

9 The centre of the card will have neat flaps opening out with all the tabs on the 

reverse. You may want to cover the back tabs with another sheet of card but this is 

optional. 

10 Place your topper onto the front cover of the card and then add the mini topper 

stripe to the inside leaf of the card. Continue and build the design with all 4 toppers 

and finish the design with an insert to co-ordinate the design. Punch a small hole in 

the centre of the right hand side of the front cover and attach a hitch fastener to help 

when opening to the card. 

 

 


